
School Site Council (SSC) & Site Governance Team (SGT)

Thursday, March 3,  2022

SITE GOVERNANCE TEAM (SGT)

Item Understanding Presenter

Call to Order Jeff Luna, Principal

Review and Approval of SGT Minutes Jeff Luna, Principal

Staffing 2022-23 Jeff Luna Principal

School Schedule 2022-23 academic calendar
Jeff Luna Principal

Mask Update Jeff Luna Principal

Level Up - Summer School at Muirlands Summer School Jeff Luna Principal

Planner 2022-23 Feedback Jeff Luna Principal

Public Comment(s) TBD

Future Agenda Items SGT

Called to order at: 7:19am

In attendance:

Jeff Luna

Deb Duncan

Victor Totoris

Robin Dominguez

Mehrak Selby

Neha Bahadur

Michelle Grandin

Tom Wiczynski

Claire Roberts

Minutes from 2/3/22:

Motion to approve the 3.3.22 SGT Minutes as written:  Neha Bahadur

2nd motion to approve the 3.3.22 SGt Minutes as written:  Tom Wiczynski

Abstain:  0

Approve:  Unanimous

Staffing 2022-23:

All teaching staff will remain for 2022-23.  Leave replacement and temp employees end their contracts at the end of this

school year.

Two teachers agreed to reduce their work schedule:

1 will teach 0.6 (3 periods per  day)
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1 will teach 0.8 (4 periods per day)

We still might need to ask Foundation for financial support in math

School Schedule 2022-23:

There was a push to change the school year calendar earlier (to be more inline with LA Unified) - this did not happen for

2022-23 but very well might for 2023-24.  This would result in a 3 week winter break and semester 1 ending before the break

and start back after break with semester 2.

There will be opportunities for input next year.

Mask Update:

March 11th - no longer a state mandate for masks at schools.  Schools are no longer required to wear masks indoors.

SDUSD will make an announcement determining how our district will move forward.  Hopefully we will get word from the

district before Friday, 3/11 but at least by 3/11. Jeff expects there to be a little “chatter” come 3/14 - some parents have

reached out to Jeff wanting to keep masks and some wanting to get rid of them!  People may be more vocal about the

masks.

Masks will be a district decision - not a site decision

Level Up Summer School at Muirlands:

Jenney Nash will be our Principal

Robin Dominguez hopefully will be our Counselor

Deb Duncan hopefully will be our Admin Asst

Priority enrollment has closed however people can still sign up and be put on a wait list

Dates for summer school:  6/21/22 - 7/22/22

Planner 2021-22 Feedback:

Planners were very late this year due to transportation.  We were not able to hand them out on the first day of school.

As parents - do we feel these are worthwhile?  Should we order planners again for next year?

Julie Latta surveyed her classes - ½ said they like them and ½ said they don’t want it.  From a teacher's perspective, the

students that want it - use it.  Those that don’t want it - don’t.  Julie suggested that teachers update their google classrooms

daily since all students are connected and check google classroom and go that route.

She suggested that they be available for those students who want them but not make them required.

Claire Roberts says maybe do not make it mandatory but do offer it and teach students how to use them.

Victor Totoris says that maybe 10 of his 8th grade students use their planners.  He will not make it mandatory in his class but

would support students who want to use them.

Mehrak Selby - maybe it’s better for 6th graders - teach them how to use it.  For 8th graders, Mehrak plans to help students

learn how to use google Keep.

Julie - agree that it’s helpful with 6th grade.  Julie is a proponent for having one way  - if teaching a skill, we should be

teaching the same - keep things uniform across campus.
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Tom agrees with Julie and says from a parent’s perspective, it’s easier to know what students are doing and need to do if the

information is in one place.

Neha said writing down in a planner might be obsolete.  Agrees that uniformity is key and perhaps google classroom would

be best.  Maybe order 100 planners and distribute them to students wanting them.

Victor suggested polling the teachers to come up with a uniform plan.

Jeff suggested we poll the teachers during department meetings.  Hall passes and PE log are also in the planners - so it’s a

bit bigger of a tool than just a planner.

Public Comment:

None

Future Agenda Items:

None

Jeff- looking at next year’s bell schedule → discussion between high school and middle school as our schedules need to

align.  IF the two schools hope to make changes - any propositions  would be discussed through the SGT

Meeting adjourned at 7:51am
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